Milk attorney urges feds to proseute Dan White

San Francisco — John Wahl, attorney for Harvey Milk's estate, has written to President Reagan urging prosecution of Dan White for denying the civil rights of Supervisor Milk and Mayor George Moscone, according to an article by Jackson Rannells in the S.F. Chronicle.

Wahl said White killed Moscone and Milk to prevent them from ever qualifying for, or holding, office again," a motive he said violates Title 18, Section 245 of the United States Code.

U.S. Attorney General William French Smith will be responsible under federal law should White be flked. Section 245, normally used in v<Meing rights cases, carries a maximum sentence of lifetime imprisonment when death is involved, according to the Chronicle story.

Convicted of voluntary manslaughter in the 1978 assassinations, White is serving a state prison term of seven years and eight months and is scheduled for release early next year.

Smith has until November 27 to secure indictments under the five-year statute of limitations of Section 245.

"A lot of us who were close to Harvey have just been reacting to events," Wahl told the Chronicle, "we were in shock."

"Now in the dawn of re-examination of what happened," he said, "if we can find a way to rectify what happened in the prosecution and verdict, we would like to do that."

Earlier this month, Wahl had written to Governor Davis asking him to block the release of Dan White by invoking the same law used to delay the parole of convicted murderer William Ar- chie. 

Fain has spent 16 years in prison for the murder of a 17-year-old youth and rape of two women companions. White is scheduled for release after serving less than five years for the double slaying of Moscone and Milk.

Reagan urged to name anti-smut coordinator

Washington, D.C. (IGNA)

In a move that could affect gay publications, a group of conservative religious and political leaders urged President Reagan yesterday to step up the government's enforcement effort against illegal pornography and to appoint a White House coordinator to oversee it.

The president, in a private 35-minute session with the group, Morality in Media, listened "very" receptively to their complaints that pornography laws are not being enforced adequately, said White House aide Morton Blackwell.

Reagan told the group that his administration has "identified the worst hazardous-waste sites in America — we have to do the same with the worst sources of pornography."

The president did not promise

Continued on Back Page

By Rosalie Nichols

Former San Jose Councilman Al Garza has been ordered to state prison for two years and eight months, following a guilty plea to charges of bribery, conspiracy, perjury and tax evasion dating back to 1978.

Garza will be taken to the state medical facility in Vacaville for evaluation, then moved to another prison facility.

This week's sentencing of Garza in Superior Court marks a partial end to an episode in San Jose politics that has stretched over the last five years, including the three years that it took for the bribery case to work its way through the judicial system.

Garza's fate was interwoven with the rise and fall of gay rights in this county.

Beginning his career as a liberal, Al Garza was the first local elected official to come out publicly in support of gay rights — at a "Human Rights Night" held in October 1977 to rally opposition to the anti-gay Briggs initiative (Prop 6).

At that time, Garza was part of a liberal council majority on the seven-member San Jose City Council. He was the first Hispanic to be elected to the council and had a dream of becoming the city's first Hispanic mayor.

In early 1979, Garza voted with the council majority led by Mayor Janet Gray Hayes to pass a "Gay Pride Week" resolution commemorating the gay community's annual June celebration. Passage of the resolution stirred up violent opposition among the county's religious fundamentalists and political conservatives, who packed the council chambers to protest.

The title of the resolution was modified to "Gay Human Rights Week," but the religious protesters were not satisfied.

Mayor Hayes was running for re-election on the June ballot, and Councilman Garza was her leading opponent. In an apparent effort to nullify gay rights as an election issue, both councilmembers switched their votes to rescind the Gay Rights resolution entirely.

With the shifting alliance of Al Garza, a new conservative majority emerged on the city council, which soon became
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Teaching Discrimination
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UPDATE ON NEWAK CASE

Dear Friends:

We have just received your group's request for information. We have been working with Newak's group to ensure that concerned citizens are kept informed of any developments related to Newak's clemency hearing in June 1983.

Newak, a political prisoner, is serving a 25-year term for a marijuana possession conviction. We have been working to secure his release, and we hope to provide you with updates on his case.

If you would like to receive this information directly, please provide your contact information.

With regard to the suit that has been filed against Newak, we are reviewing the case to determine the next steps.

We appreciate your support!

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

Your Opinions

The Glorious Horizon (which only affluent, white homeowners will get to see...)

By Beth Brownstein

Sarah or the way for the dramatic nationalization in 1900.

Actually, it's the process of dealing with the city's current General Plan and generating an adequate draft which should carry San Jose through to the Millennium.

Thinking about this city in the year 2000 can be as intimidating as discovering that one of the old town kids is out there too.

Will there be more high tech development downtown? Will they ever create a Park of the SAO? Will quixotic picking up passengers at a modern streetcar line be allowed by the Municipal Transportation Agency?

Accurately, the greater changes one can expect to see will not hit the physical design of San Jose but rather in its demographic complexion.

The year 2000, low-income people will be driven out of the city, young families and seniors will be a minority. Ethnic minorities will have relocated here, but will have their heads in the clouds. People of San Jose will be taken to school by police cars.

In 1983, the central political issue was nationalization by any means, the results in those more demonstrable antagonism: the active Rights groups. For the first time, one-income groups who opposed Newak's clemency request, and more sympathetic to the cause were decided to first terms.

Public Services are the most satisfying factors to deal with. There is such a multitude of beneficial health care, emergency assistance, counseling, alcoholism, and drug rehabilitation. Not only do these services not have enough funding, but they also remember in public service that there is no substitute for them. The FBI on domestic groups that were regarded as "subversive" is not righteously justified on the altar of national security...

The results of the Millenium. The trick is to block economic development downtown.

What's spectacularly impressive is the way the whole programforms such a comprehensive package. Inflated housing prices, lack of industrial development prevents the generation of a self-sufficient base that can base human.

If you like us, you'll love us...

Our Paper is brought to you by our Advertisers...

We appreciate your support!

25¢

DRAFT BEER!

By Popular Demand

DRAFT WEDNESDAY EXTENDED TO THURSDAYS!
Wednesday night 25¢ Draft Beer
Thursday night 25¢ Draft Beer

HAPPY HOUR 5-7pm MONDAY THRU FRIDAY.

DESPERADOS /
1425 HACIENDA AVE. CAMPBELL (San Jose) / 374-0260
The growing power of the gay movement, energy and votes were raised and distributed nearly $600,000 by the marvelous Dallas Gay movement. By contrast, reports filed by the Human Rights Campaign showed that a Roman Catholic priest told parishioners not to say anything to the parishioners. We offer —

**BETRAYAL**

An Interview with Ben Kingsley

"I believe he has an incomparable personality. He has a very clear vision of what he wants to do. He is an actor who can express himself through his work. He is a master of his craft."
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American Heart Association, featuring Steve Cray, Suzan Zee. 1:00 pm. reception. 21250 Stevens Crk Blvd, Cupertino. Tickets: 257-9555. Info: 996-4832.

**Women's Radio Collective: 10 am • 1 pm, KZSC, 88.1 FM.**

**Sunday, Apr 24:**

- **The Cay:** Performances Fri & Sat ONLY. 21250 Stevens Crk Blvd, Cupertino. Tickets: 257-9555. Info: 996-4832.
- **American Spring Celebration:** Traditional dancers. Taiko drummers, free dancing, feasting. Tickets by advance petition, with participants from U.S.A. and Mexico. Tickets: 277-7114.

**Monday, Apr 25:**

- **Closet Free:** An evening of music and dance. 7:30 pm, 4/30. Municipal Stadium. Info: 277-7114.

**Tuesday, Apr 26:**

- **Dial-A-Date:** Sweetheart dance. 7:30 pm, 4/30. Municipal Stadium. Info: 277-7114.

**Wednesday, Apr 27:**


**Thursday, Apr 28:**

- **Men's Support Group:** An informal support and social gathering for gay men and their friends. 10:30 am • 1 pm, KZSC, 88.1 FM. Info: 267-3044. Call-in at (415) 923-1646; 12 noon, KPFA, 94 FM, 6am

**Friday, Apr 29:**

- **American Spring Benefit Show:** Featuring the San Jose Symphony Orchestra. 2 pm, 4/30. Municipal Stadium. Info: 277-7114.

**Saturday, Apr 30:**

- **Women's Radio Collective: 10 am • 1 pm, KZSC, 88.1 FM.**
- **Holly Near and Roomie Gilbert:** 8 pm. Morris Dailey Auditorium, San Jose. 286-3626.

**Sunday, May 1:**

- **Valentine's Day Breakfast:** Come to the only gay and lesbian diner in the Bay Area. 7:30 am, 4/30. The Lost Flea Market, Bulldine 51, Antiquem Galleries. Info: (408) 431-8334.

**Monday, May 2:**

- **Women's Radio Collective: 10 am • 1 pm, KZSC, 88.1 FM.**
Fortune at Studio Rhino

Fortune at Studio Rhino presents a personal portrait of Herb Horstmann, the writer of "Fortune's Eyes and Men's Eyes". Directed by Alan Hemmen, performances commence Tuesday, April 23 at 8:00 PM and continuing Thursday, April 25 at 8:00 PM through Saturday, April 27 at 10:30 PM. For more information, call (415) 252-1323.

Kiss Me Kate

Hans Pfaus, veteran Broadway actor and leading man of Musical Light Opera's, will be the first of Kiss Me Kate, which will run April 22nd-April 24th in the Court Center for the Performing Arts.

Prescott recently played the part of Jerry J. Trumper in Musical Light Opera's "Oklahoma" and has performed with the opera for two years.

Kiss Me Kate opened at the New York Court Center in March 1940. Enter played the 17-year-old Tony in this first production.

The music and lyrics were with Garry Citing and Patti Lampel, based in part on Shakespeare's "The Taming of the Shrew."

Kiss Me Kate is justly remembered. The performance was careful to bring out Shakespeare's many layers, while maintaining the spirit of Cole Porter's music and lyrics. In total, it's a thrillingly funny show. The plot of Kiss Me Kate, a musical adaptation of Shakespeare's "The Taming of the Shrew" (Stuart Stratton, 1943), is set in Montana in the 1890s. A young woman plans to marrying a young man, and he is determined to get married as well. The show highlights Shakespeare's many layers, while maintaining the spirit of Cole Porter's music and lyrics. In total, it's a thrillingly funny show.

Comes to Life

Vivienne Westwood is a British fashion designer, known for her high-end fashion designs and eco-friendly practices. She is also known for her activism and support for various social and political causes. Her designs often feature prominent elements such as larger-than-life collars, tartan plaid, and gold detailing.

When she's not designing, she's often seen in public wearing her signature style, which consists of oversized jackets, tartan plaid, and a penchant for punk rock. Her fashion line is often characterized by its bold, rebellious aesthetic, with a focus on statement pieces that make a strong visual impact.

If you have the opportunity, I highly recommend attending one of Vivienne Westwood's shows. The fashion designer is known for her distinctive style and unique perspectives on fashion. Her shows often feature a combination of high-end designs and avant-garde elements, creating a dynamic and memorable experience for the audience. Whether you're a fan of her work or simply curious about the world of fashion design, her shows are definitely worth checking out. Don't miss the chance to witness the creativity and innovation that define Vivienne Westwood's approach to fashion.
**Homosexual Identity and Self Esteem**

By David P. Stewart

*This is the first of a series of three articles in a series, dealing with issues of self-image and self-esteem among Gay men. The first article presents general information about the AIDS crisis and self-image, and the third, modes of therapy for those troubled by low self-esteem. The last article will deal, additionally, with the self-concept of the strongly Gay people.*

One of the most frequent and troubling presenting problems which I have encountered in the Santa Clara County Gay male community over the last 10 years, dealt with questions of self-esteem and self-worth.

Although there has been some "softening" of attitudes in some quarters in the last ten years, we still live in a culture which is largely hostile to any discussion of the AIDS crisis and self-image, and the third, modes of therapy for those troubled by low self-esteem. The last article will deal, additionally, with the self-concept of the strongly Gay people.

It is not an exaggeration to say that, in most "Christian" families, the word "homosexual" (rather than "gay" or "lesbian") will come to mind, and, lastly, to lack-of-research-trained therapists, the word "homosexual" sinus the word "transvestite". It is a wonder that Gay people often feel alienated from the mainstream culture.

It is important to point out that much of the feeling of "being different" or "of being discriminated against" comes from a lack of understanding of their own self within a culture which seeks to define it as "normal" or "deviant".

Although, as an adult, I developed a rationalized homosexual identity, culminating in a master's thesis, "Out of the Closet: Change in the Gay Identity" (San Jose State University, Social Science, 1977), it was much more difficult for me to accept that there is a sense of worthlessness. While it is true that habitats and life situations do change, it is hard to ignore such facts as we do.

**Continued on Page 14**
San Francisco's Fashion for the man who wants to be noticed... the man who wants to look good.

GRAND OPENING
VALLEY FAIR SHOPPING CENTER SAN JOSE
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The first annual San Francisco/
Valle
cy Fair, to commemorate the June 19th event.

Registration may be sent to: GAY
Valley Fair Main Office, 286-6953.
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Clubber)...........................................1035 S. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd, San Jose 95129

1210 W. Santa Clara St, San Jose 95113

The Interlude*
P.O. Box 1077, Palo Alto 94302
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Decorative Items)..........................108 S. Third Street San Jose 95113

Tuxedo Video Game Rentals (Markee
Video Games)......................... 471 S. Murphy, Sunnyvale 94086

Toyon (Mixed Bar)..........................1035 S. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd, San Jose 95129

Onom Lifted (Smoke Bar)............. 445 Stockton Avenue, San Jose 95126
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Fashion for the man who wants to be noticed... the man who wants to look good.


gay Pride Celebration

Gay Pride Celebration is predicting that 100,000 will be the largest gay event in the history of the Bay Area.

The Gay Pride Celebration will feature grandiose musical and dance performances, thousands of Gay people from around the area, organizers say.

The event will occur on Saturday, June 19 at St. James Park from noon to 6 p.m. Live music will be featured throughout the after­noon.

Admission: Free.

The Committee organizing the Gay Pride Celebration is calling on the Gay community to volun­teer and contribute what they can to make the year's event a success. Volunteers are needed to help set up the area, high up and help set up and con­trol the area through the June 19th period.

Community organizations and businesses may rent booth space at the rally and purchase adver­tising in the advance program. The Gay Pride Celebration will be held in San Francisco, California. Booklets will be sold to aid in information only.

Contributions and booth reserva­tions may be sent to GAY PRIDE CELEBRATION, P.O. Box 499, San Francisco, 94113.

Self Esteem

This year's event will not have happened. It was still the best way to understand the concept of "imposing on others" to get at the Executive level, the people that have been dethroned in the ballot box or the courts. It was slow, a little of the event was not over, the people who have not called, five years ago, who have been told "what if" by Harvey Milk, "can you and do this with others" and the men of San Francisco. 

- Lynne Hart, President

In summary, while problems of many agencies are expected to be solved in the near future, they are still not adequately handled by the many agencies.

One of the main goals of the Self Esteem Project is to teach the Lord Alfred Douglas how to defend himself. He will attend with other "Sirius" and well-known Gays.

- Kike Pinto, Executive

Humanist Forum

"The Only Way To Really Meet People" is the title of a talk to be given by Lawrence Berman, PhD at April 22 at the Saratoga Com­munity Center, 585 North Saratoga Street, Saratoga.

The meeting will start at 7:30 p.m. with refreshments. Dr. Ber­man's talk will start at 8 p.m and will be followed by a question and an answer period.

Dr. Berman, a homosexual marriage, Family and Child Therapist, a behavior specialist, a consultant to schools, colleges and universities, a college instructor in human relations, is the Founder of the Humanist Community of San Jose.

The Talk is sponsored by the Humanist Community of San Jose. For more information, call (408) 251-3309.

Kitchin

One of the most cherished dishes is the Lord Alfred Douglas with a hot roll or pea sauce.

One of the first to prepare the food was the Lord Alfred Douglas, "as we have been hearing," he said, "and for more success with "Ebbtide White, Oscar's race.

- Photographs by Susan Tran

- "Modern Fashion Trends, 1983"
known as the “fearsome four- plus Councilmembers David CoUa, Larry Pegram, and Joe Runyon, which later led to a grand jury in- vestigation and Garza’s indictment and conviction.

Garza forced Mayor Hayes into a recall election in that year’s primary election, but by November 1978, the “fearsome foursome” had received so much bad publicity that Garza’s share of the vote al- ready seemed to be slipping. So he decided to forgo a re-election and resigned from his council seat.

By the following November, in- dividuals involved in the mobile home bribery had come forward and of- ficials involved. All denied the charges.

Garza continued to serve on the City Council until 1980. In 1979, he lost his bid for re-election, and Garza had decided not to run for re-election and resigned from his council seat.

During 1981-82, more charges were brought against Garza, in- cluding laundering campaign contri- butions and falsifying campaign reports.

Finally, in March 1983, after ex- tensive legal maneuvering and plea bargaining, Garza pleaded guilty just six weeks before his projected trial date. He began ser- ving his sentence this week.

Garza’s conviction means that he will be disqualified under state law from holding public office. He also faces the loss of his teaching credential and re- cent license. However, Stephen J. Ferry, president of California Home Capital Inc., where Garza worked as a loan officer, has said that Garza will have a job waiting when he is released, ac- cording to the San Jose Mercury.

In the meanwhile, real estate agent Sue Hughes, who delivered a report, written by the diy. Sailor runs into trouble over AIDS

Oakland, CA (IGNA) An Oakland-based Navy petty officer with an “outstanding” record faces a discharge hearing because he asked for a test for his blood for AIDS.

The Navy refused to comment on the case against hospital Petty Officer 2nd Class William Kerr, beyond confirming that a three- member panel will consider Kerr’s discharge at its April 5, 1983 meeting.

Kerr told reporters he went to his doctor for an examination in February and asked for a blood test on his immune system. Kerr thought he might be suffering from AIDS.

A doctor in charge says that Kerr made a “straightforward” request of being tested and of being in a gay relationship with the same man for more than two years.

Kerr, however, claims the doc- tor told him he had been gay, tried to get him to acknowledge that he was, and told him that his presen- ce in the Navy was a lie because other sailors might want to know.

A second physician found that Kerr was suffering from hepatitis, and he was given time for a three- week recuperation. When he returned, however, Kerr handed in a report, written by the original doctor, and told him S.F. gay community divided over recall of mayor

San Francisco (IGNA) Several factions have appeared in the gay community here that gathered the necessary signatures to force the recall of the issue of gun control, which the mayor favors while the White Panthers do not.

Gay became an issue because many of the signatures on the petition were gathered in gay areas such as the Castro immediately after the mayor’s refusal to sign a spousal rights bill that would have benefited gay lovers as well as non-married heterosexual couples.

Former supervisor candidate Sister Boom Boom came out in favor of retaining the mayor.

S.F. Coalition Update

Co-chairs Pat Norman and Richard Maggi, of the San Fran- cisco Coalition for Human Rights have been meeting with Irwin Memorial Hospital, to express concerns about exclusion of gay men as donors from blood donation and the Blood Bank’s policy of asking whether some is a “homosexually active male.”

Representatives of Irwin Memorial and the Coalition met. Special in- vitations will also be given to the Coalition members.

The newly formed Sonoma County Coalition for Human Rights spoke at the March 16th hearing of the County Board of Supervisors, surrounding the Bud Kramer murder and the verdict pronounce- ment. Defendant Jeff Long was found not guilty of murder, even though he had ad- mitted bludgeoning Bud Kramer to death.
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Sacramento — State Senator Dan McCordqulde (D-San Jose) has introduced legislation requir- ing the Board of Prison Term to hold a public hearing before the release of any gay prisoners.

The bill, SB 840, would give the board an opportunity to personally present information to the victim or people directly involved and on the command of which the release was committed.

“I believe the Board of Prison Term has an obligation to make as much information as possible before setting a parole date for a life prisoner,” stated Senator McCor- dquale, “and while the public has a right to be concerned about the possibility of a life prisoner, we cannot ignore the victims of the crime.”
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Co-chairs Pat Norman and Richard Maggi, of the San Fran- cisco Coalition for Human Rights have been meeting with Irwin Memorial Hospital, to express concerns about exclusion of gay men as donors from blood donation and the Blood Bank’s policy of asking whether some is a “homosexually active male.”

Representatives of Irwin Memorial and the Coalition met. Special in- vitations will also be given to the Coalition members.

The newly formed Sonoma County Coalition for Human Rights spoke at the March 16th hearing of the County Board of Supervisors, surrounding the Bud Kramer murder and the verdict pronounce- ment. Defendant Jeff Long was found not guilty of murder, even though he had ad- mitted bludgeoning Bud Kramer to death.
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